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INTRODUCTION: 

One of the goals of the BRAIN Initiative is to develop technology
for whole brain, microscale recordings of neural circuitry. We
believe that this goal is now within reach through the development
and integration of key next generation fMRI technologies
specifically designed to break the following barriers to microscale
fMRI: the spatiotemporal resolution tradeoff, large vein bias, T2
decay, subject motion, and respiratory related dynamic B0
fluctuations. By incorporating and expanding on these state-of-the-
art technologies, we will enable robust, whole brain fMRI at the
microscale resolution (≤ 500 !m), which will be invaluable for
studying the brain’s laminar and columnar functional organization.
Microscale fMRI could also aid in the clinical characterization of
healthy versus diseased brain tissue and may also shed light on
neuro-psychiatric disorders for which adequate diagnostic tools are
not yet available.

Figure 1: Ocular dominance column T-map at 3 cortical 
depths (0.5 mm fMRI; Feinberg et al. NeuroImage 2018).  

The proposed project stems from our ongoing Brain Initiative 
Project (U01EB025162) in which we are developing a next 
generation 7T scanner to increase the available signal, speed and 
uniformity of MRI for microscale human cortex imaging. In the 
initial phase of this U01, we evaluated several advanced 
technologies at 7T (e.g. MR Corticography and Slice Dithering for 
Enhanced Resolution (SLIDER)) and demonstrated sufficient SNR to 
achieve 500 !m fMRI in limited regions of cortex (Fig. 1; Vu et al. 
Neuroimage 2018, Feinberg et al. NeuroImage 2018). We also 
determined that to achieve microscale resolution across the entire 
brain, additional significant barriers would need to be overcome 
(Fig. 2).

Figure 2: Schematic of barriers to microscale fMRI

SPECIFIC AIMS:

To address these barriers, we propose the development and 
integration of several key, novel technologies. Stimulus-Locked K-
Space (SILK) fMRI technology, overcomes the spatial-temporal 
resolution tradeoff and provides anatomical quality, task-based, 
fMRI (Vu et al. ISMRM 2018). SILK fMRI achieves this by binning 
each k-space segment based on the brain state at the time of 
acquisition (Fig. 3). This facilitates a task-based CINE reconstruction 
analogous to what is used for CINE cardiac imaging and allows 
larger FOVs and higher resolutions through lengthening of the scan 
time - independent from the effective temporal resolution. By 
synergistically combining SILK fMRI with cutting-edge commercially 
available technology for prospective and passive motion mitigation 
as well as for navigator based dynamic B0 correction, we will 
achieve transformative advances in our ability study both the 
microscale structure and function across the human brain. 

Figure 3: Schematic for SILK fMRI acquisition

Aim 1: Develop Stimulus-Locked K-Space (SILK) fMRI for microscale 
whole-brain imaging.
1.1 Optimize sequence parameters using SLIDER and Segmented 
EPI as baseline comparisons. 
1.2 Incorporate large vein suppression techniques in SILK fMRI (e.g. 
source-localized phase regressor (Vu & Gallant. Frontiers 2015), T2 
prep, and VASO prep).
1.3 Evaluate microvascular specificity of SILK variations. 
Aim 2: Incorporate motion mitigation techniques.
2.1 Incorporate passive technology: Caseforge Headcases.
2.2 Incorporate prospective technology: Kineticor.  
Aim 3: Incorporate dynamic B0 correction technology from 
Siemens and MGH (retrospective and prospective).
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Research Scientist Position Available!
https://www.ismrm.org/jobs/j07132.pdf

The Research Scientist will be working with our newly upgraded
Siemens 7T Plus scanner (32ch Rx, 8 ch Tx) at the SFVAHCS, as well
as the Next Gen 7T MRI at UC Berkeley (128 ch Rx, 16 ch Tx and
newly designed head gradients with Gmax=200 mT/m and Gslew =
700 T/m/s). Collaborators include Drs. David Feinberg and Chunlei
Liu (UC Berkeley); Dr. Pratik Mukherjee (UCSF); Drs. Benedict Poser
and Laurentius Huber (Maastricht); and Dr. Larry Wald (MGH).

PRELIMINARY DATA:

Figure 4: Microscale SILK fMRI stimulus CNR overlaid onto 
mean SILK image (7 min acquisition; 0.35 x 0.35 x 0.7 mm3).

Figure 5: Motion mitigation using Caseforge Headcases. 

Figure 6: Effect of phase stabilization on stimulus CNR for 
FLASH fMRI (6 min acquisitions, 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.5 mm3).

Figure 7: Static, slice specific B0 shimming using ΔB0/Rx 
array coil (Stockmann and Wald. NeuroImage 2018). 
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